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SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
Seminarios y Talleres
It takes moments of consciousness to change our lives... this seminars are designed for
those AHA Moments!... Jacqueline
These workshops and seminars have been designed to help in the process of the
transformation of our Consciousness and to accelerate our awakening to our Inner and
Creative Powers ,Learning to raise our lives to higher vibrations. Each individual change will
accelerate a change in the Social, and Ecological environments.
Each Seminar duration is 1:00 to 1:30 HR They are designed for Adults and for Children. Let
the Invisible World reveal you the TRUTH
Awaken your Creative powers!!... Awaken to your Genius within!!
Do you love what you do every day? Do you know who is creating your life? And from
where?
When was the last time that you had fun? Did your dreams become true?
It's never too late In fact your time has come to discover and create a wonderful life
If you are interested in having Seminars or workshops in your hometown pls let us know.

1) The Tree
An essential workshop to reveal your hidden fears and pains embedded in
your system and that create your present life. Let them Go! and your life will
change! You will find Peace, abundance and happiness! It is a very
important workshop to help awaken our interaction with Mother Earth. Tree
2) Life Workshop
A most unique and transformative Workshop using the Art of Jacqueline
Ripstein as a tool to heal our lives.
A) Do you feel that you can't make it anymore?
B) Do you feel Defeated? Tired?
C) DID YOU HAVE A LOSS??? Economic? a Death? Health?
D) Do you want to regain HOPE? FAITH AND HAPINESS?
IT'S SO EASY... I invite you to take your Life into the Next Level of
Growth...Dare to do it!
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3) Left & Right Brain Connections
Learn how to switch from your left to your right Brain in seconds Awakening
your Creative Forces. You will also in this seminar learn how to contact and
heal your INNER CHILD! As we do this exercise, we awaken our Inner child
and our Creative powers, manifesting a Powerful Creative life!

4) CREATIVITY
A) What is creativity?
B) Where does it come from? How does the Creative Process work? Can
it be EXPANDED?
C) How do we lose contact with our Creative Powers? Develop the artist
within. Exercises.
D) How do geniuses develop it?
E) We all have it.here is how to find it.
5) THINKING OUT OF THE BOX
SEMINARS. Learn the secrets of the Masters! This great workshops
teaches us how to develop our creativity and how to open and expand our
Mind!
A) LEONARDO DA VINCI Activate your Right Brain. Learn the power of
the MIRROR
B) The Power within your six senses!
C) The Power of your Senses
D) Don't be afraid of being Different! Gain POWER by being YOU!
6) MANDALAS MOTHER NATURE AND YOU
A)What is a Mandala?
B)Macrocosmos and Microcosmos.
C) Mother Earth and Human Beings.
D) Laern to make your Own vibrational mandala.
7) THE VISIBLE AND THE INVISIBLE WORLD
A) What is reality?
B) How much time do we live in the invisible world and we don't know it?
C) How can we have conscience of the invisible world?
D) Understanding the messages from the invisible world.
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8) THE RAINBOW WITHIN SEMINARS
A) Discover your Energetic Color System The 7 CHAKRAS.
B) Colors and their relationship with EMOTIONS.
C) Colors and their healing effect.
D) The healing power of Jacqueline Ripstein's Art experience the
transformation!
9) SECRET CODES IN THE LANGUAGE OF COLORS
A)Colors and our emotions!
B)What are the secret codes of colors?
C) How does color affect our daily lives?
D) your home? Your attires?
E) What color should my office be?
F) Colors in the visible world and colors of the Invisible world!.
10) LEARN TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM LOW

VIBRATIONS...AND HOW TO RAISE YOUR VIBES!
A) What is stress?
B) What are low vibes? And how do they affect us?
C) Learn how to protect yourself, your loved ones and the spacesyou live and
work.

11) THE ARTS AND SCIENCE
A) The Golden Mean as a bridge between Heaven and Earth.
B) Frequencies in Music and Colors.
C) How Art affects our Body, Mind and Soul.

12) HOW DO WE CREATE PEACE through the Arts
A) What is war? what is inner peace?
B) Energy focus to create peace!
C) How do we contribute for a war not knowing it?
D) How do the arts connect us to peace?

13) CELESTIAL BEINGS AND ART
A) How do celestial beings connect with an artist?
B) The art of channeling as you make art.
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C) Representing heaven through art.

14) MAGIC THROUGH MUSIC AND PAINTING!
A) Discover the sacred language between colors and music.
B) Where does this come from? how does it affect our lives.
C) How can we connect with this silent universal frequencies?

15) THE ARTS AS AN INSTRUMENT OF MEDITATION
A) The three tools to create internal Peace.
B) Using the Arts to elevate our Creativity.
C) Creativity a way out and a way in.

16) PAINTING AS A SACRED MEDITATION!
A) The three tools to create inner peace.
B) Using the arts as our in-spirational tool.
C) How does art at home affect our emotions.
D) Discover this magical connection.
E) How do the arts connect us to peace?
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